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The Power of Survey Design: A User's Guide for Managing Surveys, Interpreting Results, and Influencing RespondentsWorld Bank Publications, 2006
Are you in favor of financial incentives for poor countries?" If this question were asked in a survey many would be inclined to agree. Yet the result of this poll would be different if the question asked was "Are you in favor of subsidies for poor countries?" This is a simple example of how one single word, incentives or subsidies,...
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Zoho For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Zoho — the free suite of online productivity applications — offers a fantastic set of resources for anyone with Internet access. You can use a state-of-the-art word processor, spreadsheet, database system, or any of many other applications that Zoho offers. Those applications are as powerful as any you’ll find that you install...
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DRAWING PROGRAMS: The Theory and Practice of Schematic Functional ProgrammingSpringer, 2010

	A practical guide for learning functional programming directly through the diagrams used to define functions, this book describes, and provides access to, a system that gives a level of support akin to that provided in word processing. The approach used allows the schematic diagrams used in program design to be directly translated into usable...
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SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 6 Exam 310-065McGraw-Hill, 2008

	This book's primary objective is to help you prepare for and pass Sun Microsystem's SCJP certification for Java 6 or Java 5. The Java 6 and Java 5 exams are almost identical in scope, and they are both much broader than their predecessor, the Java 1.4 exam. For the remainder of this book we'll typically reference the Java 6 exam,...
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Word 2010: Advanced: MOS Edition (Ilt)Crisp Learning, 2011

	his ILT Series course builds on the skills and concepts taught in Word 2010: Intermediate. Students will perform mail merges, create and use forms, and create master documents that include a table of contents, a table of figures, footnotes, endnotes, an index, bookmarks, cross-references, and Web frames. They will also create macros,...
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Ms Ice Sandwich (Japanese Novellas)Penguin Press, 2018

	"Delightful… Kawakami’s dialogue, fluidly rendered into English by Louise Heal Kawai, captures beautifully and with great humor the eager dynamism of a child’s mind." — World Literature Today


	"A subtle and endearing novella with a sweet sense of humor. Kawakami touches on loss,...
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iWork 09 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Dress up office documents the Apple way with iWork '09 and this friendly guide
    If you're a Mac lover and want to explore life outside of that "other productivity suite," here's your chance to dress up your docs with Apple's iWork '09 and this easy-to-follow guide from Mac technology expert, Jesse Feiler. He draws...
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Microsoft Office 2000: Visual Basic for Applications Fundamentals (Developer Learning Tools)Microsoft Press, 1999
Creating documents, building databases, and writing e-mail are just some of the things you can do with Microsoft Office 2000. But Office 2000 also gives you a way to do these and other tasks, as well as extend built-in functionality, through Microsoft Visual Basic programming. This book shows you how to develop the Visual Basic code that will let...
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Countdown to French : Learn to Communicate in 24 HoursMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Go from being feckless to flawless at French in only 24 hours

So you're leaving for France in a few days and you don't speak a word of the language? What will you do if you get lost in Paris and have to ask for directions? Or your rental car acts up and you need a mechanic? Or your flight from Nice is delayed and you...
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Process Quality Assurance for UML-Based ProjectsAddison Wesley, 2002
Software quality, by its very nature, is elusive. Add to that the issue of ever-changing user requirements and the vagaries of software project management  and "quality" can easily become a mere word on a distant horizon. This highly acclaimed book  demonstrates how the Unified Modeling Language (UML) can be used within a process...
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So That's How! 2007 Microsoft  Office System: Timesavers, Breakthroughs, & Everyday GeniusMicrosoft Press, 2007
Youre upgrading to the 2007 Microsoft Office systemcongratulations! Now learn the tips and tricks to make Microsoft Office work for you. With this fun, easy-to-read guide, you get step by step instructions for tackling common productivity problems.

Have you ever seen a Smart Tag? If you use Microsoft Office XP or later,...
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Make Your Business Survive and Thrive!: 100+ Proven Marketing Methods to Help You Beat the OddsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Starting a new business is the easy part. Having it survive and then to thrive and grow is the biggest challenge every entrepreneur faces, especially the homebased and small business owner who usually has limited resources when launching a venture. Whether a business is based in one’s home or is a major corporation, certain basic principles...
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